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Equipment of sampling  

(1) Sleeve or Stick type trier/probe. 

 shell or sleeve and the inner c slots of equal size and numbers whic flow of seeds in the inner core tube. 

A hal these triers/probes are designed with varvin container sizes . For ceres core tube with a solid 

pointed end. Both the core and shell tube have umbers which may be juxtaposed by rotating the tube 

and to allow the pre tube. A half turn of the shell tube closes the openings. The tubes of signed with 

varying length and diameter for different kinds of seeds . For cereals (except maize) in bags, a trier 

around 76 cm long and 25 cm outer diameter with six slots is suitable. 

(ii) Bin sampler 

 Constructed like the sleeve trier but are much larger and up to 160 cm in length and 3.8 cm diameter 

with 6 to 9 slots.The trier may be used horizontally or vertically. For vertical use it must have partitions 

dividing the inner tube into compartments facilitating isolation of samples from different layers of the 

container. The closed trier is inserted or thrust in the bag then opened by half turn and gently agitated 

to allow the filling of the core tube. The trier is then closed by turning and withdrawn to empty the 

samples drawn into suitable long pan. The trier should be opened or closed gently to prevent damaging 

the seed. 

 

(iii) Nobbe trier 

This is suitable for sampling of seed lot in a bag. A pointed tube is made long enough to reach the centre 

of the bag (about 50 cm long including a handle of 10 cm and a point of about 6 cm). There is an oval 

hole near the pointed end. The trier is inserted geny pointing upwards at an angle inside the bag; the 

hole at the tip facing downwards till it reaches the centre of the sample bag. The trier is then rotated 

180° to bring the whole face upwards and is then slowly withdrawn so that collection of seeds in the 

tube is possible progressively from theSeed Quality Testing of the bag. Sampling from bags should 

always alter should always alternate between the top, middle us formed on the bag wall should be 

closed by passing the centre to the side of the of the bag. The hole thus forme and bottom of the 

pointed end of the trien hey should be mixed to form the composite sample, for testing. If it is difficult 

to mix and reduce thene trier criss-crossing a couple of times across the hole samples appear uniform, 

they should be mixed to form submitted sample is taken for testing. If it is difficult to mix the ware-



house, the entire composite sample should be forwarded to the seed for reduction. A composite sample 

of appropriate size may be used as the Samples should be sent immediately to the seed testing 

laboratory and should left with the owner, applicant, or others not authorized by the sampling agency or 

by theing laboratory. The samples so drawn should be tagged, packed, sealed and transferred to a Seed 

Testing Laboratory (STL) without delay. A sampling report with the following information should be 

submitted with the sample : 

If the primary samples app from which the submitte sample properly in the waretesting laboratory for 

reductio submitted sample. Samples should never be left with the ou 

. Sampling in Laboratory - 

theoretical accuracy and precision of al accuracy and precision of analytical results most or all the seeds 

in an accession od lot need to be analyzed for quality. Since it is not practically feasible, the san 

mentioned earlier, are followed to provide estimate as near to accuracy as possible to reveal quality 

portrait of the seed lot. To improve accuracy and at the same time to check the results analysis, at least 

two independent working samples should be taken and analyzed for each of different quality 

parameters. The results can be considered valid when the duplicate analysis within the tolerance limits ; 

viz. germination, purity.The submitted sample is divided in laboratory to obtain wor tests. The working 

sample can be obtained principally by five different methods. 

 

(i) Mechanical divider method. Seed dividing machines may be :  

(a) Boerner type  

(b) Riffle type  

 (c) Gamet type  

 

To divide a given quantity of seed sample in approximately two equal portions, the sample is mixed 

thoroughly by passing it through the divider followed by recombining the two portions repeatedly for 

two or more times. The sample is then reduced by passing it through the divider repeatedly and 

removing one portion on each run. This process of successive halving is repeated to obtain the working 

sample of required size. 

 

 


